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F LOYEE CONCERNS SPECIAL PROGRAM 
VOLUME 2 

ENGINEERING CATEGORY SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

T'I ategoy report, prepared by a Bechtel evnmkaion team, .. ines the cumiulative 
results of evluatin of 385 employee rmrcm s doc'imented before February 1, 1986 and 
assigned to the Engineering category. The report identifies defdendes found in the design 
process andm as-designed plant features, determizs the root causes of the daficienciae 
reviews the resolutions identified i the Nuctar Perfoancmae Plans (NPPs) and lower-tier 
implementing documnts, and aCSeCS the e'ffxtcvness of ta: cornu'ive actions in 
preventing a recurrence of these deic.aides. The correcivs act- s plans and programs, 
inluding improvements outlined in thi report, contain the esertial e'em s for correcting 
the deficiencies idectific i by the employee concerns evaluaunos.  

In all cases, employee concerns in this aoteyj focused on nega*ive aspects of TVA's 
engineering activities and thus, by their nature, did not emphasize TVA's good practices.  
Because the Engineering category evaluations were directed towai d these negative aspects, 
the conclusions, as expected, emphasize problem areas. his feature of the Employee 
Concern Special Program (ECSP) mus. be kept in mind as this report is reviewed to avoid 
giving the reader a negatively biased perspective of TVA's overall engineering activities 

Work completed and reflected in this categor' report fundamentally covers a 2-ycar period 
(February 1986-February 1988) of detailed review, inestigation, and documentation. At 
the request of the Senior Review Panel and the line organizations, some clarification was 
made to the category report subsequent to FJbruary 1988. From the 385 employee 
concerns assigned to the Engineering category, 1,091 issues ;rwe identified and evaluated 
for the plants to which they were applicable. The Bechtel evabltion team expended over 
200,000 manhours, including approximately 73,000 manhours mn Sequoyah reports and 
restart corrective action verification activity. The evaluation team conducted numerous 
interviws with TVA pe'sonnel and reviewed more than 15 million pages of technical 
information from tWe nearly 16,000 documents of technical information transmitted 
between TVA ai4d Lechel. Over 2,500 man-days were expended on plant site and 
engineering office visits and temporary assignments to investigate ana resolve issues arising 
from the employee cnncerns program.  

FINDINGS, CAUSE', AND CORRECTIVE ACT7ONS 

The Engineering category employee concerns evaluations and corrective actions completed 
through February 1988 have resulted in relatively few changes to safety-related hardware.  
Only one of these, the resequencing and redistribution of electrical loads on the emergency 
diesel generators, ws considered reportable to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
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because it represented A potential reduction in the degree o& protection provided to public 
health and safety. Most of the negative findings in the Engineering category evaluations 
related to weaknesse in Engineering managements definition anh control of Aie design 
prouss. Many of tie findings require corrective action by TVA; however, half of the issues 
raised were found to be invalid or to require no corrective actions. About half of the 
remaining valid issues were already being addressed by various TVA p-ograms and 
corrective actions when the ECSP began. The ren nder were matters that either had been 
identified but had not bee. sufficiendly reviewed to determine their validity prior to the 
ECSP activities or were identidhed during the empkloyee concern evaluations. In many cases, 
the issues had been recognized by TVA, but the depth of 'mderstanding of the problems was 
nsiufficient and, therefore, the causes were not fully idenified or evaluated. Thus, the 

resa3lutiors wern not sifficient to comrpletel; resolve the identified problems. The technical 
and programa. itic deficiencies identified as a result of the ECSP evaluations have now been 
defined by the cvaluation team on Corrective Action Tracking Documents (CATDs). TVA 
line management has responded with Corrective Action Plans (CAPs) that were acceptable 
to the evaluation team. Implementation of thlese plans is under way, and those designated 
as "Sequoyah unit 2 restart it-ms" have bea completed and verified by the evaluation team.  

Fewer than 5 percent of the corrective actions taken through February 1988 had resulted in 
a change affecting design margin or ia changes to safety-related hardware. In terms of cost 
and effort, most hardware corrections were minor, such as corrections to pipe ind 
instrument supports, electrical terminrl lug. isolated electical separation details, and fire 
protection details. The remaining corrective actions (more than 95 percent) are related to 
documentation required by the design process. The evaluation team has previously 
observed the types of deficiencies found in TVA's documentation at some other plants of 
similar vintage when reviewed to a comparable depth and scope, particularly matters 
affected by the evolutionary nature of contemporary documentation requirements of the 
regulatory agencies. Most ot the corrective actions to which TVA has committed consist of 
evaluation, analysis, and verification, which, when completed, will determine if any 
additional changes to documentation and hardware are required. From the nature of 
activities required by these corrective actions, it is reasonable to conclude that there is a 
relatively minor potential for discovernng additional serious deficiencies related to employee 
concerns in the Engineering category that would be considered reportable to the NRC 
because of their potential safety implications.  

The employee concerns did, however, highlight several significant issues. Evaluation of 
these issues revealed deficiencies in design and design control of electrical raceway and 
cable systems, in design of electrical systems, in preparation and control of safety-related 
calculations, and in incorporation of experience feedback and design and licensing 
requirements into the design basis (baseline). Sometimes procedures were not adequate; 
sometimes their intent was not understood; and sometimes they were conflicting or not 
followed. Other technical issues that were identified in the electrical, civil, and mechanical 
engineering disciplines were not of major significance individually but, when evaluated 
collectiv- ', revealed a pattern of weakness in the design process that existed prior to 1986.
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Specific weaknesses identified in four essential elements of the design process were: 

* Orpgnition and Planninvg The goals and objectivesfor nuclear engineering 
activities were often not dearly established; responsib.y and authority for deign 
activities were divided between the Office of Design and Construction and the 
Office of Power, and were not dearly defined in several areas; design activities 
frequently were not effectively scoped integrated and monitored; and manpower 
reurs often were not adequate to meet objectives. These weaknesses were 
aggravated by lack of a singli point of control of engineering activities below the 
TVA General Manager. This lack of organizti al control fostered edeficiencies in 

mm icati coordination, and definition of responsibility, authority, and 
accountability. There was a similar lack of organizational control in QA activities 
owing to multiple QA organizations. The result was a continuing problem with 
controlling and monitoring the design process.  

* Desin Cannml: Procedures did not consistently provide a dear definition for 
controlling the design process; procedures, policies, and standards were not 
consistently followed; documents were not maintained systematically; and the 
quality of the design process output was not effectively measured.  

* Design Inut Feedback from TVA experience and experience from other nuclear 
utilities was not systematically acquired and incorporated into the cesign, and 
design baseline requirements were not dearly established and maintained.  

* Detign Output Design requirements and licensing and other commitments were 
not systematically incorporated into the design. Documents did not consistently 
contain accurate and up-to-date requirements and did not convey clear 
requirements to the users.  

The root causes for the above weaknesses and TVA's actions to correct the root causes are 
summarized below: 

* Managnment Effectiveness: The primary root cause of TVA's weaknesses prior to 
1986 was ineffective management of the design process. Senior Engineering 
management was not sufficiently involved or responsive in the design process to 
recognize and correct the deficiencies in the engineering process. Its lack of 
involvement led to an organizational environment that further aggravated a 
deteriorating employee commitment towards work activities.  

The Corporate Nuclear Performance Plan (CNPP), first issued in February 1986, 
identifies significant steps TVA has taken to improve the management of its 
nuclear program. These include: establishment of the Office of Nuclear Power 
(ONP) organization, which is responsible for all nuclear activities; assignment of 
some new and more experienced managers; establishment of an Employee
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IThr woabion temand m d tha ot bs rpm r nai plis bae brought about 
vlhe ipMromewsal in maawh elturn at the uonzr laet of TVA.  
LaU p propi hwe been Iot iated to dinqrOws the e PdiVn-ss of middle 

a ment fiat-a supervision, bnt the res not yet yt evlm. The 
evluato tmd beliOees that a aithod of -amnt ha not yet beo established 
to g we Aing a mens» to detect positive chages in employee eo smet 
ton per-r iu a m - and tae l inW ad icroveennt in managemen 
efteciearmm. Therefore. a CATD ha beem ihsued to initiate and track corrective 
action in this area.  

In respone to the CATD, the Division of Nudclear Engineering (DNE) has 
ideified several speciic methods to furnish objective evidence that the loag-range 
god to improve mannpmem efectiveone are being achieved. The evaluation 
tamP comcun that the srtp identfied in the CNPP and effective implementtio of 
the identmfied corrective actions should result in Aifiwan improvements in 

O* Ogniinsinal striamunr* Prior to 196, multiple orgnizations performed design 
work, and the organiztion offered no single pvint of control below the TVA 
General Manager for engineering and other acivities. This structure fostered 
deficiencries in communication, coordination, and definition of 'responsibility, 
authority, and acwo'ntablity. These deficiencies led to persistent weaknesse in 
controlling and mea jg the desigd process output.  

TVA has made significant changes to the organizantional structure by consolidating 
all nuclear design activities within a single ONP organization and by consolidating 
and clearly defiing responsibility fo A direction of nuclear engineering activities.  
In addition, an integrated system of policies, procedures, and standards is being 
developed to provide dclear goals and objectives for nuclear engineering activities.  
The evaluation team concurs that these changes will remove the organizational 
impediments and fragmented responsibilities that contributed to poor control of 
the design process.  

* Design Review and Oualiy Memirement Prni e Because an integrated, 
comprehensive, and systematic design and quality measurement process was not 
implemented prior to 1966, design deficiencies were not identified in a timely 
manner, and user and other industry experience, interdisciplinary and 
interdeparent interface information, and a few licensing commitments were not 
incorporated into the design.
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TheM CNPP dearly states that safety and quality are of paramount importance and 
that each individual will be held responsimble for the quality of his work. In pursuit 
of these objectives, DNE has developed a Projea and Branch level design review 
program. The evahluation team conmiders complete implementain of this program 
and related actions to be of paramount importance to reestablish credibility and 
confidence in the quality of the engineering product.  

DNE has prepared comprehensive procedures to define the requirements for an 
effective design review and quality measurement process. The evaluation team has 
determined that these procedures contain all of the essential quality assurance 
requirements of ANSI N45.2.11-1974 needed for an effective design review process.  
However, implementation of the procedure is not yet complete in a number of 
important areas: design verification at the working level is not yet fully effective; 
procedures for interface review and for defining the interdisciplinary responsibility 
for specification of system performance criteria are scheduled but have not yet been 
issued or implemented; requirements for operation and maintenance data review 
have been identified, but the efforts to implement this requirement are not yet 
complete; Branch Instructions to implement formal technical reviews are being 
prepared, but only the Mechanical Engineering Branch (MEB) instruction has been 
issued. In addition, none of the Branches has completed a plan and schedule for 
conducting future reviews.  

The CNPP established an Engineering Assurance (EA) organization to conduct 
independent technical audits of ongoing design work as well as of completed design 
work. The EA organization has been active in reviewing the output of the major 
technical programs now under way at TVA. The evaluation 'eam has reviewed the 
methodology and results of EA's audits of the SQN Design Baseline and 
Verification Program and the Essential Calculation Program and finds that EA's 
efforts have been effective in identifying problems and needs for corrective action.  
However, the performance measurement basis is unclear and involvement of line 
management is vague. An initiative to develop performance measurement methods 
to monitor adequacy of the design product is needed.  

A CATD has been issued to initiate and track corrective action in this area. In 
response to the CATD, TVA has identified specific corrective actions that will 
improve the design review and design output quality measurement process by 
defining scope and responsibilities, adding methodologies for measurement of the 
output quality, and including a requirement for user feedback to line management 
and the Director of LNE to ensure appropriate action for design output 
improvements. In addition, TVA/EA will review and revise the appropriate 
Nuclear Engineering Procedures (NEPs) to correct the specific discrepancies 
identified in the CATD.
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doign proce were producing docAmnentaan which merimes had quality 
deficiendies 

ONP had committed to giving higher priority to recruiting more qualified people in 
addition to carrying out more intensive and continuing training of employees.  

Procedural training activities are well under way in DNE, and the Branches have 
reached various stages of development and implementton with their technical 
training programs. The evaluation team has observed that much thought and effort 
have gooe into this activity and with continued development monitoring, and 
ma ennt support, TVA's training could be as effective as any in the nuclear 
utility industry.  

* Phn indg ai atrin The failure of DNE manaement to systematically 
integrat, plan, and monitor all nuclear activities prior to 1986 resulted in a loss of 
its ability to effectively control the design process. Work activities were 
incomplete, late, or not integrated with other activities. Schedules were frequently 
determined by managment priorities without consideration of limitations on 
working-level groups. Further, incomplete items of work were not systematically 
tracked or closed. The end result was insufficient control of quality and a loss of 
management credibility at the working level 

TVA's CNPP recognises past deficiencies in this area, and efforts are being made 
to improe planning and scheduling methods. The evaluation team has not 
reviewed this process from a global perspective but has observed a number of 
instances where planning and integration of tasks have not yet been fully 
implemented at the working level. The evaluation team has observed that the work 
activities have been scheduled from the top down, w.ah schedule dates being 
established without sufficient participation of knowledgeable working-level 
personnel and without adequate coordination of conflicting priorities or resource 
limitations. The major factor contributing to this problem is that the very large 
number of concurrent engineering activities has exceeded the capability of TVA's 
experienced resources to perfoi m effectively.
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Th evaluation team believes that addtional manag-me-attention needs to be 
focused on epeditious npnntin of the planning goals stated in the CNPP and 
on syseams developed to Fmeaur perform Inc.  

A CATD has been issued to initiate and track corrective action in this area. In 
respane to the CATD, DNE acknowledges that the problem had been previously 
identified and that corrective action was initiated to implement the Engineering Work 
Management System (EWMS) in early 1988. The evaluation team has reviewed the 
EWMS and concurs that it contains the essential elements to correct deficiencies 
identified in this category report 

CONCLUSIONS 

The corporate and site-specific nuclear performance plans and DNE's design control 
programs should be effective in achieving the goal of improving the design process and in 
resolving the issues raised by employee concerns. Bellefonte, because of its construction 
status, is not preparing a site-specific performance plan, but will benefit from the 
improvements implemented under the CNPP and DNE's improved NEPs. The most 
significant action at the present time is the completion, implementation, and follow-up 
monitoring of the results of the programs initiated by the NPPs to ensure resolution of the 
root causes. This category report identifies a number of programs whose preparation and 
implementation are incomplete. The corrective action plans committed to by TVA to 
address the deficiencies identified by the Engineering category assessments need to be 
carried out to completion.  

The Manager of Nuclear Power and the Director of Nuclear Engineering must continue to 
be primary motivating forces behind the implementation and maintenance of these crucial 
programs to ensure that the efLctiveness of the design process is improved and sustained.  

Evidence that this is being done becomes apparent when documents prepared subsequent 
to this evaluation are reviewed. In TVA's responses to the NRCs Independent Design 
Inspection (TVA letter to NRC dated December 29, 1987, RIMS IM 871229 810), DNE 
identifies additional actions being taken to increase overall management involvement in the 
design process and to improve system engineering performance. These actions include 
formation of project teams to evaluate unresolved Condition Adverse to Quality (CAQ) 
reports and systematically prioritize and track their dose out The system engineering 
concept is being implemented by establishing three types of system engineers (Plant System 
Engineer, Project System Engineer, and a Discipline Staffed System Engineering 
Specialist). Responsibilities for each will be defined and controlled by procedures. DNE 
Interim Order to NEP-3.1, revision 1, issued November 19. 1987, establishes additional 
programmatic improvements to ensure technical adequacy by requiring that calculations 
receive a technical adequacy review and an independent review subsequent to the initial 
calculations preparation and review.
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PREFACE

This report is one of a series prepared under ab Employee Conceros Specia Prop= 
(ECSP) of the Tennessee Vally Authority (TVA). The ECSP ad te rganimarin which 
carried out the program, the Employee Coerns Task Group (ECFG), were eslised by 
TVA's Manager of Ndear Power to evahate and respond to those Office of Nucear 
Power (ON) employee concerns filed before February 1986 that related to TVA's 
nclear power program C cerns Siled after that date re handled by the ongoing ONP 

Employee Concerns Program (ECP) 

The ECSP addressed more than 5,800 employee concerns Each of the concerns was a 
formal, written description of a circance or cirat nces that an employee cited as 
inappropriate, inefficient, unjust, or unsafe. The scope of the ECSP was to thoroughly 
evaluate ill alleged problems (issues) presented in the concerns and to report the resuls of 
those evaluations in a form accessible to ONP employees, the Nuclear Regularory 
Commision (NRC), and the general public 

This prefac contains background information n ow the ECSP was initiated descriptio.  
of the categories to which concerns were assigned for evaluation, profiles of the Senior 
Review Panel members who provided independent oversight of the program, and 
information on feedback of program results to employees.  

A HISTORY OF THE EMPLOYEE CONCERNS SPECIAL PROGRAM 

In early 1985, a gap in communications between management and non-management 
employees at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant was recognized. After consultation with the NRC 
about this situation, the TVA Board of Directors directed that a far-reaching employee 
concerns program be implemented at Watts Bar. The Employee Concerns Special Program 
was established to thoroughly review employee concerns. To ensure that employees felt 
free to express their concerns without fear of retaliation, an independent contractor was 
selected to interview employees then assigned to Wats Bar.  

Precautions were taken throughout the program to protect the identities of those who 
expressed concerns. The original records of the interviews remain in the custody of the 
interviewing contractor, the only other copies of these records are held by the NRC Only 
the contractor and the NRC have had access to these files. The information provided to 
TVA was screened to maintain employee confidentiality.  

Upon completion of the interview phase on February 1, 1986, 5,876 employees had been 
interviewed. Approximately one third of the employees (1,850) had expressed one or more 
concerns, resulting in approximately 5,000 individual employee concerns. Although TVA 
extended the program to employees at all Office of Nuclear Power sites through the use of 
mailers and a toll free telephone number, most of the concerns were from Watts Bar 
employees.
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this categpy were evaluated by Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation.
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impintied, imarpred by an cMiamr, in one or more aoncr CAmram were evaluated 
accrdingo to te ues they raised. A campreheIwive eaplnarion of the evainuation and 
reporting proess is onr in the intrakiom section of each r y report and in the 
prop= sumiOmy report.  

PttnCTAM OVERS[CCT 

The ECSP has bc revieed, audied and isprrced by the NRC, the TVA Office of the 
Iperaer General, and the WA Nudear Quality Asrance Divsio To provide 
additiond irdependent and objective oversight, the TVA Manager of Nudear Power 

alihd a Seor Review Panel of reconmied experts within t d poer industy.  
Tbhoe selected had eaire backgrounds with experience in the design, cosructiond , 
operano, quality a rane d safety evauation of nndc power plants.  

Tbe Senior Review Panel provided oversight to ensure hat (I) the scope and depth of the 
evrlianion effort was adeqate, (2) the evaluation finding and codusions were logically 
deried from the evidence, (3) the proposed CAPs adequately addressed identified 
defidirn , and (4) the reports adequately described th evaluation effort, the evaluation 
findiIgs and cndusrmM, and the measures taken to resolve theb identified deficiencies.  

PMrfils anf he Sanr Review PanRel 

Quarytech Asnoiates Inc, Knovie, Tennesee. Consultant on engineering practices for 
ndeard a dvanced technolo programs. More than 40 years of experience with complex 

technoogical activities including the Manhattan Project, and advanced nuclear fuel 
procesing and waste management installations. Former Director of Engineering at the Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory and, for ten years, a Member of the NRC Advisory Committee 
on Reactor Safeguards (Chairman in 1977). Known for his work in standards, quality 
assurance, and system failure assessment.



Former startup reamens a. mltant for Three Mile Island. Former manager in the Naval 
Reacor Prgra Former ViceP resident for Naval Reactor Plant Cosrction for New 
York Shipbuiing Corporation. F r Profsr of Mechanical Engineering at the 
Uieity of Pesaalvia. Nearly 50 years of experience in engineering management 
matri o u ranI r, quality control, aniogial control, ormtraction, and training 
related to dear acities.  

Richarer Pndha* 

Former Vice President for Quality and Techniog, Babcock and Wilcox Company. Former 
managr in the Naval Reactor Program. Former Assisant Director (Plant Engineering) for 
the Atomic Energy Commission. Forty years of experience in the design, manufacmturing 
research and development, testing, operation, and maintenance of nuclear plants.  

"Jeh rTT 2V2ll»eI Jr

Former Nudear Poject Manager for Sargent and Lundy. Twenty-five years experience in 
projec management licensing, construction, design and operation of nuclear power 

Daniel L Garland' 

Former Manager, Nuclear Quality Assurance Program Office for Westinghouse Hanford 
Company. While at Wesdtingouse, assisted Department of Energy in developing Quality 
Assurance standards and programs. Thirty years of experience in the quality assurance of 
nuclear plants, inclnding preparation of plans, procedures, and manuals; indoctrination and 
training of personnel; and participation in more than 400 quality assurance audits, 
frequently as audit team leader.  

Jams R McGuffy* (Deceased) 

Over 40 years experience in ASME Code fabrication work, specialty welding practices, 
materials technology, and quality assurance methodology. Former Director of Quality 
Assurance and Inspection for the Oak Ridge National Laboratory.  

'These members served on the panel for part of the duration of the program.



These category reports and their aapmti m inmended to inform the concerned 
imividual a to how his or his er cocerns were addrened. Tese reports nnrize the 
Empior-e Concerns Tak Group's inemsigioon fldings and line Wmpnlent identified 
corrective actions In most caes the concerned individual should be able to identify the 
reomidon of the issue cited with hisber cocern us the following steps 

L Determine which category would contain the concern. A list of the categories 
begins on page ii of this preface.  

2. Review the category report identified in step L above. In particular, review the 
"Category Assessment" and "Conclusions" sections and the appendix titled "Subcategory 
Report Overviews" 

A process has been developed which will permit employees to obtain additional information 
concerning their specific concern. As has been the case throughout this program, this will 
be done in a manner that ensures the confidentiality of the individual. Details of this 
process will be made available coincident with the release of these category reports.  

What to Do If You Relieve YIor rCnnern Hma Not Been Adqpatrty AAdrsd 

The Employee Concerns Task Group has made an intensive effort to thoroughly evaluate 
and report on all the issues raised by the concerns. In some cases, adequate information 
may not have been available to properly evaluate your concern or the concern may have 
been misinterpreted by the Task Group. Any employee who believes that his/her concern 
has not been adequately addressed by the ECSP is requested to bring this to TVA's 
attention by taking the question to the Employee Concerns Program site representative.

OUESITONS ABOUT CONCARNS



L INTRODUCTION

This caMeniy report presents the cum ulativw resltas of the evaruati of employee 
concersm domnted before February 1, 196, and asigned to the Engineering 
Cagry Evahlion Group of the Employee Concerns Task Group (ECrG). These 
eviuiOa. were performed between Februrny 1986 and February 1988 and the results 
and coocniol presented in this report are based upon the 19867 period of review.  
Many of thse concer raised issues about the adequacy of the design process and 
a-designed plant features. The design process is defined as the technical and 
mansgement processes necemy to scope and plan a project, control the design 
processes, identify design inpts, and produce design outputs that ensure that goals are 
achieved, safety - argi a maintained, and cost and schedul commitments are met.  
Essential elements of the design process are described in Subsection 1.4.  

This category report summaries the Engineering subcategory issues, findins causes, 
the actions necessary to correct defcient conditions, and ezamines them from a 
broader perpective. The report has the following objectives: 

* To view collectively the results and significance of the subcategory assessments 
and corrective action plans 

* To identify weaknesses in TVA's past design process and to determine their 
resolutions by comparing the findings with the essential elements of a design 
process 

* To determine the root causes of the weaknesses within TVA's past design 
process 

* To ascertain if the root causes are satisfactorily addressed by the Nuclear 
Performance Plans and other programs that TVA has in place or planned 

* To identify areas that require further corrective action by the Division of 
Nuclear Engineering (DNE) and assess their corrective action plans 

To present the results and achieve the objectives of the Engineering category 
evaluation, this report is structured as follows: 

* Section 1 - The steps in the process, from evaluating individual concerns 
through assessing the overall TVA nuclear engineering program, are 
described; evaluator qualifications are summarized; and essential elements of 
the design process are discussed.  

* Section 2 - The major technical and programmatic problems found by the 
subcategory evaluations are highlighted, and conclusions are drawn about the 
corrective actions and their significance.



* Seedm 3 - A amm-lke u-a at ofb pgy fiuip relevant to 
ba iNh the desip poeI is Is oa toim oot C oes.e The 

-coaeti e atios itt TVA is isple==q are eomined u urtain if the 
toot s an bel s l iqaBy addredi Are reqpidq nrherI 
irrecte action e Itidelned 

* Section 4 - The ichnin for the eagieraug ca gry evautio amre 

* Appeadi A - A of the amiabe report with t Engineeri scategory are 
liated.  

* Appendix B - Rems of key enaluators and reviewers ae furnishbed, 
together with perience data for other senior members c ' the evaluation 

* Appendix C - Each of the 27 subcatworgy evaluaotio is summarized, 
hikghiging the ffndinp rquiring actios and the crresponming resolutions.  
The appendix arranged in ascending order of subcaagory inmbern 

* Appenda D - Major TVA n arprograms to correct put weaknesses and 
defidenes ae sumarized.  

* Appendix E - Cateory-level Crrective Action Tradding Docaments 
(CATDs) submitted for TVA ONP action ae included.  

L CaePryOvWivw 

The Enineering category group evaluated 385 employee concern that were 
asiged it by the ECTG. The grouping of similar concerns resulted in 174 
elements to be reviewed and evaluated. Because many of the concerns were 
determined to be potendally applicable to more than one nuclear plant site, the 
Engineering evalators performed 384 clement-level plant-spefic reviews. The 
four nuclear plant sites covered by the program are Sequoyah (SON), Watts Bar 
(WBN), Browns Ferry (BFN), and Beleforte (BLN).  

To understand the context of this report, it is important to be aware that the 
Engineering category evaluations were limited to the assigned employee concerns.  
The ECTG program objectives stated in the ECTG Program Manual were ".. to 
provide for evaluation and timely disposition, correction and dclose out of ...  
employee concerns within the program scope in order to provide assurance that 
plant safety is not adversely affected by identified issues. The program scope



icuded identifying, to the att polblte, underlying and root causes of 
dededces found and approving corective action plans prepared by TVA line 
oanguyizad. to prevent a recurrence of weaknesses 

To bn on this purpose and avoid duanicaing other prorams, a judgment of 
generic applicability was made before each concern was reiewed. Ths was based 
primaily on te similarities between plnts, systems, or structures within the 
pians, or the etent of the concern itsel In certain cases, judgments were 
made to linit generic applicability on the basi of previous fini of invalidity by 
odter ECIG reviews of identical or simlar issues or of the issue already being 
addressed under another NRC-mandated program.  

In al cases, employee concerns in this category focused on negative aspects of 
TVA's engineering activities and thus, by their nature, did not emphasize TVA's 
good practices. Because the concerned individuals were TVA employees, it could 
be assumed that taey had a working knowledge of the issues that the concerns 
expressed and were commenting on an aspect of a subject that they otherwise 
endorsed. Because the Engineering category evaluations were directed toward 
these negative aspects, the conclusions, as expected, amplify problem areas. This 
feature of the 7CSP must be kept in mind as this report is reviewed to avoid 
giving the reader a negatively biased perspective of TVA's overall engineering 
activities.  

Some of the significant deficiencies in TVA's nulear program are not treated at 
length by the Engineering category evaluation because they had already been 
acknowledged by TVA and were being resolved by acceptable programs. For 
example, Subcategory 21000 (Environmental Qualification) deals with a subject 
identified at Sequoyah Nuclear Plant that initiated programs for all TVA nuclear 
sites before the ECTG program began. Subcategory 23100 (Fire Protection 
Design) is similarly related to an extensive program undertaken before the ECTG 
effort.  

12 Evalutado Process 

The Engineering category evaluations of the assigned employee concerns were 
grouped into subcategories according to subject, as shown in the listing in 
Appendix A. Within each subcategory, concerns were further divided into 
discrete elements based on considerations of the similarity of concerns, the issues 
derived from the concerns, and the activities necessary to evaluate the issues.  

Issues derived from the employee concerns within each element were evaluated, 
and findings were made for each. The results of these element level evaluations 
were combined and reexamined in the subcategory reports. Element and 
subcategory level evaluation documentation prepared under the supervision of a 
discipline group supervisor was reviewed by at least three senior members of



Bece rs -aiinma rn, edi tbe Techical Review niumm .ne Theresuaes 
dconm e mebe ae g es in Appi i B. Spcddis within Bechitel wh 

Iorhes a Iiaad to the eaa baomfaa eI n.m wiath scip i ted'sical 
delda Elannt I dn sHm boatry repor a otber evalBmou 

mionrarmi-a were sabmiaed tb g the TVA Eginmeerig Ctegury 
Bwahalao Gro Head for Atdir TVA review in mccor c with the ECI3 
proPaI pr ere Each step of the evai oa procm is expained in more 

Evalutdo of t the s at the nt level were performed and 
domannteod in accordance with Bechtel's ?rogrmn Plan for Evaluation of 

niYeeig-Reted Employee Concera" by personnel who bac 
opqieted the Evahuator Training Program. Both the evaluation plan and 
the traning proram were appove in compliance with threquirements 
of the ECG Proam ManuaL 

Iaues derived from concerns addressing a specific plant, but with 
potential applicabilty to additional clear plant sites, were investigated 
at thde sites. Similary, issues with implied plid licabity to other 
structures, compoen, or systems within a single plant were evaluated as 
appropriate.  

The evaluators reviewed an aestimated 16000 documents comprising more 
than 15 million pages of technical information These included batLr * 
requirement documents (such a licensng annmitents, reguirtdo;u, 
technical spedficaions, and design criteria), implementir docurmi nts 
(such a calln&rtions, drawings procedures, and imrsuctiokn4 -weL.  
NRC les, and iniestive reports by groups both internal an w eterwl 
to TVA. They also interviewed personnel who had firsthand knowledge of 
or resposibility for the issues under review; visually emaained plant 
systems, componens and structures and researched opropriate 
historical data, such as earlier superseded revisions of design documents 
and correspondence. To cary out this extensive evaluation process, over 
200,000 manhours were expended, including 73,000 manbouts on 
Sequoyah reports and restart corrective action verification activitis. Over 
2,500 man-days were expended on plant site and engineering ofTce visits 
and temporary assignments at the plant sixs to interview cognizant T V;.  
employees, conduct plant waikdowns, and discuss technical inform tion 
with TVA discipline branches. Thousands of technical discussions tcmk 
place between the TVA technical personnel and thd evaluation tearm i 
the issues derived from the employee concerns. The evaluation proccra 
was structured to ensure consistency in approach anr.-g the many 
evaluation teams. The evaluation process consisted of the following steps:



e aes were defIud fm tbe eloyeeM coBnmrn.

* Rephlansy r1qi1ir mfii uIdmstry stamrds, and TVA critera 
rdo a rdad to the a - were reviewed to develop an 

Miders q oftbhe desipn bedi.  

* Applicable desip domma were reviewed and walkdows were 
co cted a needed, to develop design understanding ad to verify 

* Applicable Sfty Analysis Reports (SAR), Safety Evaaioon Reports 
(SERs) and SER suppments were reviewed to understand the scope 
and bais of the NRC review, to determine regulatory compliance, and 
to identify any open ises or TVA m tmntrelated to the design.  

* Other applicable docments such as corresp n , transctsof 
terview procedures, test reports, Nooonfrmance Reports and 

Engineering Change Notice Evaluation Reports, that were applicable 
to the issue under evaluation we also reviewed.  

On the basis of the results from the above steps in the evaluation process: 

* The information was evaluated against the issues, and findings were 
documented.  

* After the issues and finding had been tabulated, conclusions were 
drawn and the need for corrective action, if any, was determined.  

* The Engineering Category Evaluation Group performed discrete and 
plant-specific evaluations for all element level ishamsues at each applicable 
nudear plant site.  

* When findings required corrective action, CATDs were issued to 
responsible TVA engineering line managers, who developed plans for 
corrective actions 

* These corrective action plans (CAPs) were submitted to the 
Engineering Category Evaluation Group for its concurrence as to the 
plans' adequacy for correcting the identified problems and preventing 
recurrence.



L.2 er-klWy PErima Pirmese

wSubcagoy repo mrt mn d and essed the remlts of the 
MIr - m vhlu i aW. T bhe Atop' y review looked for treds or 

petitive problem and f broader ies ina the TVA nuclear program 
sad sabhsIdwl c- far the amp-, ma- .i 

In neral, the iubn mgo a iyy vaimdoprocs: 

* Coected the resuas of the elemae-hi eentsel eahuiD included in the 

* SumaaridI and tabulated, in vrioms firmn, the aues, findingsp, and 
orrective actions to ftiaiit a overallm ussmunt 

* Analyzed the collective sigmificance of the findigs and established 
caues far each of the negative ones 

* Where corrective actions were required, issued CATDs to the 
respoosible TVA engineering line managrs, who developed plans for 
corrective acions 

L2Z Cato ryEv a.latm Proam 

Subcategory-level finding were more broadly analyzed to determine 
agniican t pattern and peristent shortaconig that were not necesarily 
evident within each of the individual subcategorie. These ignificant 
patterns and shortconminp identied at the category level were further 
assessed to determine tbeir root caues and to identify those corrective 
actions necessary to prevent teir recurrence. To complete the 
evaluation, the TVA Corporate Nuclear Performance Plan (CNPP) and 
the key supporting lower-der documents were reviewed to determine if 
the identified root causes were addressed to the extre necessary to 
correct the weaknesses found in TVA's design process and as-designed 
plant features, and to prevent recurrence. The objectives of the category 
seassnent are described at the beginning of Section 1.  

13 Evalater Qualfieadtms 

Evaluations of employee concerns and subsequent analyses of findings in the 
Engineering category were carried out by a team of qualified personnel assigned 
specifically as evaluators under the direction of the Category Evaluation Group 
Head (CEG-H). The CEG-H is o TVA manager with 19 years of experience in 
nuclear power engineering and the related areas that this category comprises.



Evaluadons were performed by Bechtel personnel who averaged more than 
15 years of experience in nclear power plant engineerig. DNE provided a 
senior level Engineering Manager from each *isripline branch to assist the 
CEG-H and to serve as Engineering faintoer during the evaluation process.  
Their responsibilities were to frnish information and to facilitate coordination 
vith TVA nuclear engineering line persomel in analyzing problems and 
developing acceptable corective action plams 

Bechtel established a Technical Review Cnmmimee consisting of senior 
engineering and project management personnel, each of whom had extensive 
experience in design, procurement, and construction of nuclear power plants. The 
Technical Review Committee was responsible for reviewing and verifying the 
completeness of each element, subcategory, and category report. A minimum 
three members of this committee signed off on each report cover sheet attesting 
to their review of and concurrence with the report.  

Appendix B contains the resumes of the TVA Engineering Group Head, .he 
Bechtel project manager, the Bechtel engineering managr, the Technical Rvc-iew 
Committee members, and Bechtel key evaluation ptrsonneL Bnef qua ifcation.  
data for other senior members of the evaluation team are also included.  

1A Essential Elements of an Effective Design Proe 

To establish a standard of comparison for assessing TV'A's design process as it was 
implemented before 1986, the essential elements of a typical nuclear pc-ver plant 
tdsign process are described in the following subsections. The elements involved 
are those that have proved essential in many successful nuclear power plant 
designs; these elements are fully described in The jne. ican National Standards 
Institute (ANSI) "Standard for ihe Quality Assurance Requirements for the 
Design of Nuclear Power Plants," N452.11-1974. Mure. recently, a definition of 
design process performance objectives, %ith criteria frr evaluiting efectiveness, 
has become available in the Institute of Nuctear Power Operations (INPO) 
Publication 83-018, "Performance Objectives and Criteria for Construction 
Project Evaluations." The nuclear utility industry sponsors the INPO program to 
provide industry-wide guidance in operations maintenance, design process, and 
quality of construction performance goals.  

The engineering design process fur a nuclear power plant consists of phases 
characterized as preliminary, development, production, and support for 
construction and operations. During the preliminary phase, design bases are 
developed and interface requirements established. Through the development 
phase, design input is identified and documented. In the production phase, the 
project-specific design output documents are prepared and issued for 
procurement and construction. Engineering support for constiL'ction and



pInluuM provide aispectied and tWt criteria, ifterpretad of design 
doonai whn aeesy, protlem reiaIdol I, t mBdiendan. of desis to 
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* Orgiing and pnin g 

* Dsipn control 

* Desigainput 

* Design c-tput 

tL4 Orpaueng.dM Pbmimg 

The design proce is implemented within an orpzardion by firmlshing 
leadership (managment and supervision) and qualified technical and 
support resources. Effective management estabshes dear goals, 
objectives, wrAk scope, and plan; it also defines and assigns xisponsibiity, 
autbority, and accountability. An efiectrw organization provides qualified 
personnel and appropriate indoctrination and training in the various 
aspects of what is to be done and bow it is doi.  

Training ensures that employees understand and appreciate the quality 
performance commitment by developing a thorough understanding 
throughbout the project organizations of twe reasoniag behind the needed 
interactive relationships between design and the othe: groups to achieve 
project objectives. Training makes the designer and users more aware of 
the intended uses and constraints on the use of design outputs.  

Engineering planning includes detailed work pbuming by Individuals, 
groups, and departments that is systematically guided by written 
procedures. Effective task planning integrates groups of ind- jual work 
activities through performance measurement and contol urig design 
reviews and quality audits, as well as cost and schedule nur-oring and 
reporting. Planning should also include needed preparatory work sqcih a 
computer program devetpment and verification, special training, criteria 
development, testing, and vendor or supplier liiison. team 'uildirng is zn 
essential aspect of oie organization and planning element. It establishes 
working relationsiap? that bring about e h'lqiastic conuri;nnent toward 
active collaborition and teamwork to achieve perform. ice g.als.



1A2 Deigi Cutr

Desi' cou-roa is the colledtive en sri manaement system that 
-aPe orderly, effective functioaqg of the design promess by pro'iiqg 

systomadc idiaes, perf-onee measurement, ad design quality 
ontroL It also allD for oectivw iiacM aMd method Impnrovemnent 

Design cmrolm is inpimented tngh wrintten procedur i and ·ceckists 
to enre that design iaputs are dmeliesd, doAenm ed, and translated 
io verifte dcign outputs Efective design control enres 
appropriate cxrdinaion and flow of design information among 
responsible design grrw p (int-rfdisdpnary) and between the design 
orpmzation and otfes (vendo, constructioc, and operations). Control 
procedures ae used u define ystMentic programs for monitoring the 
design proces to demostr-ate compliance with plans and to facilitate 
resolution of problems twrough supervisory and manaetrentt involvement.  
Othe- procedures tlow fe a cornwodang design changes and for 
evaluating QAd int4inung into the design appropriate improvements 
identified through the experience of others both within a specific utility 
and from the nuclear power industry a wbrie.  

Overall control of design integrity is achieved not only by ensuring that 
qualified personnel are assigned to erform deign tasks according to 
procedures that require c iecting fhr %ign correctness and adequacy, but 
also by employing appropriate mLana of de.igP verificatinn such as design 
reviews, alternative calcuiations, or qt 1ification testing. Additionally, 
control and measurement systems of 'he quality of the design process 
provide for deficiency reporting and evaluating, eld change control 
process and document control "sd iicords managemewn .  

14.3 Desp Input 

The design input element of the d<.<i process includes those activities 
that develop dear and consistent design bases for systems, components, 
and structures through identification and documentation of design 
parameters, design codes, industry and in-house standards and guides, and 
regulaTory requirements of licensing authorities. As appropriate, these 
are identified as ragulatory commitments in the Safety Analysis Report 
prepared for each nuclear plant and typically include wuch items as 
A5ME/ANSI piping and pressure vessel desipgn codes and standards, NRC 
regulatory guides, and NRC orders and bulletins. Design input essentials 
also include development of criteria and appropriate methodology to 
ensure technical consistency in the design process. Supplier expertise, 
internal v-cr (f dback, and experience of others are a'ditional sources of 
design -11ut * ensure that constructibilitv, maintainability, and 
op-r ablity irii vwements are integrated into the design.
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2U RESULTS OF SUBCATEGORY EVALUATIONS

The technical and programmatic deficiencies identified in each of the subcategories 
were defined by the evaluation team on Corrective Action Tracking Documents 
(CATDs) and submitted to TVA line management, who responded with Corrective 
Action Plant (CAPs). These plans awere reviewed by the evaluation team to determine 
if the proposed CAPs were adequate to correct the Mentified deficiencies and to 
prevent their recurrence. Appendix C of this report contains summaries of the results 
of each subcategory evaluation. The grand totals from Table 2-3, at the end of this 
section, show that fewer than 5 percent of the corrective actions taken by the end of 
February 1988 have resulted in a change affecting design margins or in changes to 
safety-related hardware. The remaining corrective actions relate primarily to design 
documentation. Subsections 2.22 and 2.2.3 summarize the proposed and in-process 
corrective actions and assess their significance. Table 2-3 summarizes, by subcategory, 
the causes requiring corrective action and the signrificance of the corrective actions.  
When corrective action plans addressing these causes have been fully implemented, the 
dediciencies identified at the subcategory level should be adequately resolved and their 
recurrence prevented. Details of the subcategory assessment follow.  

This section highlights only the findings and corrective action plans and programs at 
the subcategory level that are considered most important because of their technical 
significance or their prevalence. Subsection 1.2.2 describes the evaluation process used 
at the subcategory level. In addition, the findings from the subcategory evaluations 
requiring corrective action were reviewed collectively to ensure that broader issues 
were 'iot overlooked. From this review, a more integrated and comprehensive pattern 
became apparent. This pattern showed that the major weaknesses idenrtfied by the 
Engineering evaluations are linked to past deficiencies in the design process, mc a 
notably in the integration of design activities by the Engineering discipline Branches 
into a fully coordinated design effort and in the docnimentatioa of tiie design process.  

The 27 Engineering subcategory reports are eij'.cr characterized as programmatic or 
grouped by engineering discipune o 'ss es how the findings reflect the effectiveness of 
the design process at the time rne -np'oyees' concerns arose. Table 2-1, at the end of 
tLis section, shows the number ' issues raised and found valid for each discipline.  
The extent to which the number o issues varies among disciplines uoes not necessarily 
indicate that there v er. more problems in certain disciplines, only that rnare employee 
oncerns were expressed and evaluate. in those disciplines. The results of the 

asse.smei.t must be viewed from this perspective.  

The most signif..ant technical deficiency identified in all disciplines was the absence of 
a documented design basis or an efi-tive program to maintain control and currency of 
the design calculations. Deficic .es in design output documents were found in the 
work of every discipline. However, the most serious deficiencic were in Civil 
Engineering Branch (CEB) and Electrical Engineering Branch (EEB) calculations and 
in a few electrical design activities (electrical raceway and cable routing and electrical



system design). The electrical system desi deficiencies at SON and BFN had been 
bmown about for several years, but until recently, complete corrective mea s had not 
been implemented. CAP have been prepared, and presently many are inplewnerd 
(mainly the supporting Sequawyh unit 2 restart) to correct the identified deficiencies 

The evaluations of many issues found progimmai defirencies in engineering branch 
interface activities both between branches within DNE and between DNE branches 
and other OiP organizations This shortcoming was identified in each of the 
engineering df ipline branches.  

2.1 Major Fidings and Rednsk 

There were five areas where deficiencies in critical aspects of the design process 
resulted in technical and programmatic problems judged to be of major 
significance These were determined to be most significant because of the 
breadth of the problem symptoms, the deficiency in demonstrating technical 
adequacy to perform an intended safety function, or the extent of analysis or 
physical modifications necessary to achieve an adequate corrective action. These 
freas are: 

* Electrical raceway and cable system design 

* Electrical systems design 

* Design calculations 

* Design baseline documentation 

* Programmatic issues 

2.1.1 Electrical Raceway ad Cable ystem Desi 

Evaluations of employee concerns relating to the desig and design 
control of raceway and cable systems found shortcomings in the cable 
rouving computer program, including the cable statusing system and the 
Engineering-Construction Monitoring and Documentation (ECM&D) 
program at all four nuclear plant sites. Because of its construction status, 
Beilefonmt is able to benefit from the lessons learned at the other three 
. I c' Aants, thur reducing the impact of the deficiencies. The technical 

ct were raised by employees who perceived the potential for raceway 
ov'i11, overloaded raceway supports, undetected cable damage, and 
inadequacies in cable ampacity determinations. These conditions, if 
present, could inhibit the ability of some safety-related cable systems to 
perform their intended function. Extensive evaluations by TVA are 
complete at SON for unit 2 restart, and required modifications to



safety-rated hardware lha been mad (e.., insuallation of a limited 
moaber of w cables a result damtulersed cables ideuntified during the 

cablm -Fpeay review poram, r.rm al I ofimiequired able tray cover 
a needed to resole ampaciy problems) to resolve potenaal pLant safety 

The evahuaion (see Appendix C Subcateoy 26600) revealed a lack of 
docamentaoa to verify te cable routing and rEC programs to 
ensu requld cable sepaert o accOuracy of raceway values, rejection 
of eraoneons aput, and rejection of cable routes in already overfilled 
raceway This program is described in Appendix D. Deficiedcies were 
also foand in procedures for computer program security and usage and in 
domentation to control cable system maintenanc These findings 
revealed deficiences in several essential elements of the design control 
procSs, incuding training in use of procedures, design reviews, technical 
audits, feedbck between engineering and construction, control of 
computer programs, doment control/records management and 
defciency reporting and evaluating.  

Many procedures did not give sufficient guidance for implementation of 
design crntrols and implementation of required interface between 
construction and engineering. Appropriste feedback from construction 
was not systematically obtained by engineering regarding field conditions 
and construction status. The lack of adequate communication often 
resulted in poor control of design and design changes.  

Appropriate orrective ction plans have been identified for the specific 
technical and programmatic findings These actions include systematic 
technical re iew programs to resolve any remaining uncertainties 
pertaining to the technical adequacy of the present designs. Extensive 
evaluations of the electrical raceway and cable systems pertaining to 
ds-designed and as-built conditions are essentially completed at SON and 
wil' be ongoing at the other plant sites.  

" deficiencies suggest a weakly integrated program for the 
r < r- a control of electrical raceway and cable systems.  

- i * . a corrective action plan in response to 
CA J .A6600-NPS-01 to provide a better-integrated approach that will 
improve design control of these systems and prevent recurrence of the 
cable routing and tray fill problems.



LiU beZrb iIl mem DonD p

Evaladtion of iployecocra n the a of ectrial syste design 
i fortint- sier fouad lie qB dOdIMMEmB for judstifying circuit 

protctiond device ing d smttin maddi d a of acopii with 
NRC Repklto"y Guidis mnd 1 aheta and Mi rHeldhfty of 
cable splio asubjc to loodig (see Appendi C, Suba 26500).  

Coflectibly, the findingsp idics that a pmndat my have .eised for 
firbam of electrical rsafI t temd sytea ad compoenat tht could 
hoae inhibited the ability of required compone or rystems to perform 
their intended safety finctions All acdon required to correct tihese 
deficiencies for SQN unit 2 restart are complete and are ongoing at the 
other plants. These findings also indicate demiedries in such essential 
design control eements a traing in use of procedures, design reviews, 
technical audits, change control, feedback of licensing information, 
document cotrorecords management, and coordinatioaninterface 
control between MEB and EEB 

Extenive TVA corrective action programs are under way to resolve the 
deficaincides fund in the electrical systems designs. Also, these programs 
are being evaluated by DNE to anre that their scope is sufficient to 
prevent recurrence of past problems and to enhance performance 
kmprovements in the design pr cess. They include preparation of or 
revisions to appropriate design criteria, standards, design output 
documentation, and operating procedures, and odification of hardware 
a necessary. Specific corrective action plans for findings identified at 
SON have been property implemented to satisfy unit 2 restart 
requirements.  

2.13 DeIig CalcTlatloms 

Evaluations of employee concerns relating to the adequacy of design 
calculation found deficiencies in the preparation and control of 
safety-related design calculations (see Appendix C, Subcategories 22000, 
22800, 24600 and 25500). Such design calculations are subject to the 
requirements of 10 CFR SO, Appendix B, "Ouality Assurance Criteria for 
Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants," and to TVA's 
nuclear quality assurance program. A lack of adequate calculation 
documentation results in design margin uncertainties because the ability 
of safety-related components, systems, or structures to perform their 
design functions cannot be substantiated. Until the activities necessary to 
eliminate these uncertainties are completed, there exists a potential that 
physical plant modifications may be necessary to ensure an acceptable 
level of design margin.



The evaluations found uostaes of design calculations that were misin 
intiMvale not curret, or cammplefte Deficiencies- eited in the 
coordinataon, cotrol, and verification of cclaions and in usage of 
design cakuanr coPputer codesL MEB activities were not propetry 
Foordianted with EEB (Instrmnt and Controls) in establishing 
sepints and loop acuracy requirements fo flow ele nt Maintenance 
of up-o-dte design calculations pertaining to electrical loads on the 

rgency diesel generators was inaffiient to justify that the rated 
pacity had sufficient margin. Pipe stress anlysus fcnations had 

defiencies and errors in the cancatin methodoloy, asumptions, and 
application of calculation results Sn pipe support calculations did not 
demonstrate compliance with design code allowable stress values, and 
design criteria permitted code allowables to be exceeded in certain 
istanees. The deficiencies appeared to result from a lack of sufficient 
coordination and review among disciplines, poor document 
controlrecords management, and lack of sufficient systematic design 
reviews or audits for technical adequacy.  

Corrective action plans to bring the design calculation documentation to a 
quality level that will satisfy licensing commitments and requirements for 
design justification were identified in the NPP and were under way before 
the ECSP program began. These actions are to remedy past deficiencies 
found and to prevent their recurrence by implementation of the TVA 
Essential Calculation Program. A summary description of this program is 
included in Appendix D. The Electrical and Civil Branch Essential 
Calculation Program is being performed by TVA with assistance from 
outside contractors. Also, DNE has initiated a systematic evaluation of 
verification and other documentation of quality design calculation 
computer codes. Calculation control is being further improved through 
the recent revision of relevant engineering branch and site engineering 
project procedures such as NEP-3.1 "Calculations" NEP-52 "Review," and 
the Essential Calculation Program. Also, NEP-3.1, Revision 1, and 
Interim Order, November 19, 1987, require complete documentation of 
the technical adequacy review and an independent design verification of 
all calculations prepared after December 1, 1987. Each Engineering 
Discipline Branch has identified the essential calculations necessary to 
support the restart of Sequoyah unit 2 and is proceeding with verifying 
their validity. This activity has been audited by EA and the NRC for 
completion prior to restarting unit 2.  

2.14A Design Baseline Documentation 

A number of deficiencies in design output documents resulted from 
failure to fully incorporate all design requirements, licensing 
requirements, and experience from other TVA nuclear plants and from



the mnclear industry fto the design (see Appendix C, Subcatgoies 
2290 231o 2451 and 26500). A mgority of the Eagieering category 
ftadlp in this area wer directy tbuted to lack of adequate 
dAwNlopmmnt and crol of the design boas and to progrs that werw 
aote mfflchla.y imp.tm aw to effetively control and monitor actm to 
ficopoate requirement, annd eFperoiend from odher sites 
flbo diMpR doamnums or rel td materfaL 

ThM Eug ering catory evahuationa fund evideo that TVA's pat 
treatment of relatory requirements mad co.iiin*i and its respomnss 
to the NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement (OIE) Bulletins and 
Nodea were often not timely or complter Weamess in tracking 
licening or other NRC mitnts was also observed. Lack of 
adequate bela documentation in EEB contributed to the deficiencies 
Identified in Subsection 2.1.2. Simlar deficiencies in MEB baseline 
doenmentmain caused shortcominp in coordination of the fire protection 
system design mdifications and the field-rn safety-related control air 
pipin.  

A corrective action plan to resolve the deficiencies found in the design 
baseline doa menttion was initiated by implementing the Design 
Baseline and Verifcation Program (DBVP) at SON, WBN, and BFN. A 
summary descripion of the DBVP is included in Appendix D. The 
DBVPs at SON and BFN are intended to furnish a revised and defined set 
of drawing and related documents to match the actual plant configuration 
and to reconcile differences from related engineering documentation.  
Implementation of the DBVP by DNE in support of Sequoyah unit 2 
restart has been completed and verified by EA and the NRC The DBVP 
at WBN is being implemented to verify that WBN unit 1 construction 
satisfies licensing commitments and that the unit is ready for power 
operation.  

2.1.5 PrIpauaie Issus 

Evaluation of employee concerns that raised programmade issues found 
deciendcies in the preparation and control of design documents in all 
discplines and at all sitea. These pertained to instances of incomplete 
design drawinp; drawinp originated and checked by the same person; 
poor coordination between engineering and other project entities that 
tracked and closed engineering changes; late or incomplete as-built 
reconciliation; discrepant and duplicate lists controlling procurement and 
maintenance of safety-related systems, components, and structures; 
insufficient review of vendor-supplied documentation; and noncompliant 
qualification documentation of some equipment and components (see 
Appendix C, Subcategories 20400, 20600, 20900, and 21000).



Colleciely, these findp remted from a lack of tally adequate 
pmroudr far prepqing and roarolng design dnamants In a few 
intances procedures were ot available to gide actdes or were not 

iffidenty detailed or dcearly underaood by the users. In other instanes 
ly adequate procedes wre ot always fllowed Managements 

tnstemdon to the camdma of the design process resualted in its failure to 
detect these defadelnels 

Correct action plam to remedy the nspecic dnameao deficiencies 
hae been identified ad include implementation of the DBVP and the 
Deign Baa s Document (DBD) and Essential Caliniaton Programs 
(ECPsi) as discussed in the preceding subsections. Also, corrective action 
plas are being implemented to review and update Q-Lists or their 
equivalents on a regular schedule to ensure that they are accurate and that 
their use s consistent from site to site. A summary description of the 
DBD and ECP is included in Appendix D.  

The qualification documentation upgrade program is specifcally 
addressed in Section EI, "Special Programs of the site-specific NPPs.  
TVA Nuclear Procedures System Policy, ONP Policy 4.4, 07/10W86, and 
ONP Nuclear Procedures System Directive 4.4, RO, 11/05/86, initiate a 
program to review and revise existing procedures as appropriate and to 
prepare new procedures as necessary as an EA responsibility. Personnel 
training in the use of nuclear engineering quality-related procedures is 
also assigned to EA. These programs are in place and will be ongoing.  

2.2 Sbtagepry Ladl Assmsm 

2.21 Summar of Fladp 

Nearly 500 CATDs were issued as a result of evaluation of the 385 
employee concerns assigned to the Engineering category. From the 
concerns, 979 isues were identified and evaluated for the plants to which 
they were applicable. (An additional 112 peripheral findings that required 
corrective action were developed during the evaluations.) About half of 
the issues were unsubstantiated; the other half required some type of 
corrective action. Of those issues requiring corrective action, about half 
had action initiated by TVA before the ECTG evaluation began. All of 
the issues are classified according to corrective action required and are 
sorted by engineering discipline in Table 2-1 and by plant in Table 2-2, at 
the end of this section. No clear trend emerged irom these data to suggest 
that past design problems were mnfined to a particular engineering 
discipline or plant. However, most of the employee concerns of a 
technical nature were in the Electrical and Civil/Structural/Piping



imdpfmb Few signficant technical concerns were raised in the 
Meaial and Nuclear diipline The propati ass dscussed 
in SubMctio 25 Ipply to all dAdpll andi, as td e tbladte d ta in 
Takbl 2-1 idicte nrequired -r coicive actions than did any 

2U2 S--My orCamredvnAeftain rnp 

T subcategory level cowrecti action propenm that TVA hab 
comntted to perfrm include con etian of ComalmmatequireMa s 
(CR) Data Base prpams, DBD prop.a., and DBVPs for TVA's 
alear plants, a appropriate These propa are described in Appendix 
D. To complete DBVPs, Engineering wll have to thoroughly review, 
revue, or generate appropriate design docnumenation to demonstrate 
compliance with applicable standards and regulatory aides. Other 
corrective actions in the electrical engineerng area cinude a 
coprehen review of electrical desin standards and design guides and 
mplof an ongoing program for mainaining the integrity of the 
standards.  

Open and completed commitments to the NRC are being identified and 
included in the Corporate Commitment Tracking System (CCIS). A 
summnry description is included in Appendix D. At TVA's operating 
plants procedures are being revised to ensure thorough review by 
Engineering line management of past Engineinng Change Notices 
(ECNs) for Final Safety Analysis Report updating, and the accuracy of the 
SON and BFN Updated Final Safety Analysis Reports will be verified.  
Asconucted configuration control drawings incorporating changes 
resulting from the Design Beseline and Verification Program will be 
completed by the DNE, with the SON and BFN Updated Final Safety 
Analysis Reports being revised accordingly.  

Procedures to improve the utilization of the Nuclear Experience Review 
(NER) program at the divisional level, a well as at individual plant sites, 
have been or will be revised or generated. Finally, increased attention will 
be paid to reviewing engineering changes at one unit for impact on the 
other units at the same site and similar units at other sites. A description 
of the NER program is included in Appendix D.  

Implementation of corrective actions designated as "Sequoyah Unit 2 
restart items" was completed and verified by the evaluation team before 
restart of Unit 2



2S3 Sprm etCoroethe AdAc-

Corecti were daat w r d ed and bulad a the subcategoiy level 
and juded to be igdficant if the reultat changes (actual or potential) 
ffactd n tn quality desigp margin, or physical aconguration 

of safety-related strctures systea or coumpaem Deficences in any 
of these a Can ct doubt on the credibilfty of the design. (Far 

ample deienacines in eairnaental qualification docmenaidon 
renlted in TVA's sutdown of SON in 1985.) Table 2-3, at the end of this 
secta, umais the results for each subcategory; the terms are 
explained in the Glossary that follows the table. The corrective actions 
were analyzed collectively to determine the significace of their effects on 
the adequacy of the design output.  

The significane of corrective actions has been categorized into three 

* Dminzaztinn chamge (DI A change to any desin input or output 
document (eg, drawing, specification, alcultion, or procedure) that 
does not result in a significant reduction in design margin 

* Daign nrgin reduiin r Ml: . Chonge in design margin that is 
outside the normal limits of expected accuracy but does not exceed 
allowable limits 

* Hardware mndifiantions (H: Physical change to structure or 
component 

AU the above are important from a technical perspective, but of the three 
types only hardware changes are safety significant because they may 
indicate thathere could be a reduction in the degree of protection 
provided to public health and safety.  

As Table 2-3 shows, only 42 out of a total of 473 corrective actions taken 
by the end of February 1988 have resulted in a change affecting design 
margin or in changes to safety-related hardware. Most involve minor 
hardware corrections (in terms of cost and effort) to pipe and instrument 
supports, electrical terminal lugs, isolated electrical separation details, and 
fire protection details. Only one complex design matter, the redistribution 
of electrical loads on the emergency diesel electric generators at WBN, 
SON, and BFN, is a potentially serious safety concern. This matter is a 
long-standing issue, known to the NRC, that had not been clearly resolved 
at the commencement of ECTG evaluations and is currently under NRC 
review. Where deficiencies were corrected without hardware changes, the

-·r
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Qmu...nIn a awaber at cam , bwmudw chges wonr ampd to be 

-orb ea t.biee thda riaosm , coqpItm ryAi to, mIr- adequacy.  

TI mority Of all cortiefd aIcdon tabl sn ktr (431 out at 473) we 
reltd to docurinro rired by the desig proms. Tnm are 
praimf l torr crr a fe-ms or dmidd in draw-py asnd u lad.int 
or dhlrdaumi ao gtasel .pedfiero. antuan. detal*, and 
referenm amek. B3 m arcaliineily halb Of te cormeWive ados 

neartmed ia this aepgy require frtther mnalyi or ealuAdo by TVA, 
t total d mct of tbe action caot be - ed. Howwewr, baed on 
te corrective actdo compe ed through February 1988 and the nature of 
tbhe reaminft analyuse, the remnainin work is eapected to affirm that 
caistdq designs are adequate or are correctable by minor hardware 

The subcategory report summaries in Appendix C conain specifics about 
findlp noted in this report and the responsive corrective actions taken or 
cnmmittad to by TVA's line organiadon and contain smanries of some 
of the more sinificant program that correct pt deficiencies Section 3 
of this repot discusm the subcategory fndigs about the design proces 
in an aregte sense, their root causes, and the corrective actions needed 
to prvent their recurrence.
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38 CATEGORY rASSSSMEnt

The Ernginering caerPy =i ent idenfes deficiencies found in the design 
process nd desed plant fieaures, determines the root cases of the deficiencies 
reviews the meintim identified in the Nuclear Performance Plans (NPPs) and 
lower-tier implementing m dor ens, and assesses the effectiveness of the corrective 
actiom in preventing a recurrence of these deficiencies The corrective action plans 
and programs, including improements otlined in this report, contain the essential 
elements for correcting the deficiencies idaified by the employee concerns 

Engineering managements failure to establish an orderly enginering process is 
identified by the category assessmment to be the direct cause for the repetitive 
weaknesss found in the design process. TVA had previously acknowledged many of 
these weaknesses and deficiencies and had described corrective programs in their 
Corporate Nuclear Performance Plan, issued in early 1986. Examples of ONP and 
DNE policies not being fully implemented have been encountered by the Engineering 
categoy evaluation team during the evaluation process. From these examples, the 
evaluation team identified three areas that are still vulnerable to recurrence of similar 
deficiencies and that require further management attention. These are discussed 
further in Subsectionsm 32.1, 3.2.3, and 3.25. DNE management has responded with 
Corrective Action Plans that, together with those previously in place, should achieve an 
acceptable design process when fully implemented.  

The purpose of this Engineering category assessment is to (1) bring together specific 
technical and programmatic deficiencies found through the Engineering subcategory 
evaluations, and design-related deficiencies identified by the Construction, Operations, 
Materials Control, and Welding Category Evaluation Groups of the Employee 
Concerns Task Group, to ascertain if their combined effects indicate other deficiencies 
and to (2) identify and evaluate the root causes of any such problems.  

As discussed in Subsection 2.2, most deficiencies identified by the evaluations pertain 
to shortcomings in the control and maintenance of TVA's procedures and design input 
and output documentation. Members of the evaluation team have previously observed 
the types of deficiencies found in TVA's documentation at some other plants of similar 
vii when reviewed to a comparable depth and scope, particularly in view of the 
evolutionary nature of the contemporary documentation requirements by the 
regulatory agencies. However, TVA was slow to respond to these changes, and the 
number of deficiencies indicated a lack of thoroughness in execution of the design 
work. This lack of thoroughness should have been identified by working-level 
supervision and controlled more effectively by technical management surveillance and 
systematic measurement of design output quality. This management shortcoming was 
particularly evident in TVA's incomplete or untimely implementation of corrective 
action plans and licensing commitments. Even so, the evaluation team found the



present TVA workinglevel eginees to be technically competent and capable of 
developing dflly -adease dAsgn sotpt when given adequate mana nt attentinn 
and direction.  

The collective sigfic e of the scategoy finding ws that the failures or lapses in 
design proce prior to 1966 represented a fundamental weakness in control of the 
design process and measurement of the quality of the design output. Proedurally, 
TVA had outlined, if not always clearly, essential delements of the design process 
however, its follow-through on some important ear pnt plant design control steps had 
been erratic and, in some ces, inadequate Performance in this area led to questions 
of the credibity of the wbole design process, and led to decreased confidence in the 
effectiveness ofTVA's design controL 

31 Majer Desigi Process nFldimgs d Asslated Causes 

Analysis of the conclusions from the engineering subcategory reports, reports 
prepared by other category groups, and input from the evaluation team revealed 
several repetitive weaknesses in the TVA Engineering Departments design 

These repetitive weaknesses have been assessed at the category level to determine 
if the programs developed by DNE in compliance with the ONP Nuclear 
Performance Plan are in place and implemented to correct the identified 
deficiencies and prevent their recurrence. In areas where the evaluation team 
found that the root cause had not been adequately addressed, a CATD was issued 
to initiate and track additional corrective action plans. In these cases, the plans 
for additional corrective action prepared by DNE have been reviewed by the 
evaluation team, which agrees that implementation of the plan will resolve the 
problem.  

To determine the causes of the repetitive weaknesses, the findings in Table 2-3 
were grouped into the four essential elements of the design process described in 
Subsection 1.4.  

3.1.1 Orpaizatie. and Planinag 

Fifteen percent of the negative findings can be attributed to deficiencies in 
organization, planning, and training. The causes include "fragmented 
organization," "inadequate quality training," "inadequate communication," 
and "lack of management attention." Specific organization and planning 
deficiencies are identified in subcategories 20400, 20600, 20900, 21200, 
21300, 21800, 22000, 22100, 22300, 22800, 22900, 23000, 23100, 23300, 
24500, 24600, 25000, and 26500.



lThe weksse identified i the Ogm-i-o and planog element of tbe 
deipa prPio e and their aiodaed cad s a-m

* flmk au ijium e dmly ~ahlkId Enginaeering 
n-agem ntwas not fectie in etbling an hntegrated system of 

polici directives, proc es, staudards, and intrctions to define 
the important elemets of the des process and to emse unifoimity 
ad controL TVA often reised nclear proedures to correct 
ImaeB t probMle, but wuas no thorouhl in addreing al aspects of 
the problems or in coordid-ng the iterfaiing procedures. Further, 

sseaiy dhaneL to procedures were often postpoed because of 
higher-priority work. The root case of this weakness was the 
fhnaning of diffused orgamination group that faled to completely 
define and maunain the nucear programs, gals, and objectives. The 
CNPP has programs to alleviate this weakness (see Subsection 3.2.2 for 
resolution).  

* RPponslthy and athrity were amt dlry definrd* Nuclear design 
ponibility and authority were not dearly defined and were divided 

among separate organiation within TVA. This situation contributed 
to uncertain lines of authority and responsibility and to a general lack 
of management accountability. As a result, appropriate direction and 
information were not effectively disseminated throughout the 
reponsible organizational departments. The root cause of this 
wealkess can be attributed to diffused organization groups that lacked 
definitions of clear lines of responsibility and authority. The CNPP 
programs have remedied this weakness (see Subsection 3.2.2 for 
resolution).  

* Activitie were not effetirely enpedL integrated and manitored 

Engineering management failed to plan and monitor their work to 
control engineering activities and design processes. Without an 
integrated work plan, compettition for resources resulted in failure to 
perform such unscheduled activities as resolution of licensing issues, 
incorporation of experience and user feedback, and systematic design 
reviews. The root cause of this weakness is lack of thorough, 
inmurated work planning and monitoring. The CNPP program, 
together with additional corrective action by DNE, will improve the 
planning process (see Subsection 3.2.5 for resolution).  

* Manpower resurces and level of eoperiene were not Stently 

adequate to meet objectivýe In general, problems identified with 
design input and output documents are largely attributable to 
shortages of managers, supervisors, and checkers with nuclear power 
plant design experience. Rapid expansion of the TVA nuclear



prpm reakted in fewer OaperiAced FDna enr coatroling the wora 
Thi sh a mt naeria mad supMervuiIy aprie a evwident in 
mW Aoberwd -cma of firs to mmetak design budn cotrLol 
Thwe -oot c- of this weikagis se ridnt hawr i maii and 
aiq a af pennt ad a lack of thorog h-aeVIted pl ing of the 
work tivitie A Director of Nuclear taining ha ben dedsipted 
mad a spftra t smber of aperide d peoaami been hired 
(m Se mcsi 3.2.4 and 3.25 for rveimdow) 

3&2 DeipCood 

Forty-f percnt aof the negative findin are attributed to design control 
defieri, fcluding lack of management aaention* unadequate 
procedures, "produrures not foiowed," "nrimely resolution f ises," 
and af-fident erifiction documentaio Specic design control 
deficiencies ware identified in all but one of the subcategories.  

The weaskezs identified in the desig control element of the design 
proce and their odiated causes are: 

* Insttntinn t ngnmerin line sprvmin and -mnm ent0 There 
was u-*lPa control ad qualiQty measurement of the design output 
dcumensm to ensure that deficiencies were identified and corrected.  
The root cause of this weakness was lack of management attention 
The CNPP places major emphasis on improvement in management 
efectienes (see Subsection 3.2.3 for resoltion).  

* Pme nften did nM pmnide dr~ defnitinn far mntrlling the 
dmiwar Overall, there was no systematic or consistent organization of 
the various types of Branch and project procedures nor evidence that 
these had been coordinated with higher-tier department procedures.  
Some intradiscipline and interdeprtment procedures conflicted with 
each other because of overlapping scope. Further, there was no 
evidence of training or a requirement that encouraged regular and 
systematic exchange to share and benefit from other projects' 
experience and procedures. The root cause of this weakness was a 
diffixed organization that failed to provide adequate procedural tools 
to control the design process. The CNPP program has established a 
centralized organization to coordinate all procedures. The EA 
organization is now responsible for preparing DNE procedures (see 
Subsection 3.22 for resolution).  

* Prneedires. policies and standards were not consistently followed: In 
many cases, procedural inadequacies and noncompliance were not ihe 
result of conscious acts; rather, they occurred because of the users'



unfiamliriy wih aStindg procedures or the acual dein p-rogi.  
Thes *hortommohl relanhmd minly Oassin m»Me mlaH»a.^«i»m ty 
po--m wita nA TAs adew enfgineeriin Pg- - of 
procedral content re9reaea intens and purpaose Alo there 
wa the widespread attitude within VA's ndear ranimin that 
procral oimpinr was not a requirsme1t. During the 

man-m the evauatiom tem foad that ti attitdel had exited in 
cor *r gcoMte iandmddesigp od cooli-anor,d i * of 
dealp bas and --- ad Iea im M nta «quilhi Th e 
root caaes of this weakness were iunMfficn traning of TVA 
persnonl in the use and intent of TVA procedures and lack of 
effective moitoring by first- and scond-leel egieering supervision.  
The CNPP and additional DNE corrective action plans will 
suhbtantday improve design review and quality measurement of 
desipn output (see Subsections 32.4 and 3.23 for resolution).  

0* Doc nanswer nr maintaind «wamaritly* TeWmet that were 

initiaily adequate were not kept current. Many documents were found 
to be out of date or at variance with later documeatn or with the 
as-built configuration of a plant. Addtionmly, doca anati wa not 
conitntly maintained as required by WA's Nuclear Quality 
Assurance Manual (NQAM) and by NRC regulations. This lack was 
most obvious in the disposal of the pipe support calculations at Watts 
Bar and in the missing pipe support calculations at SCquoyah. There 
was less than adequate control of design changes, whether initiated by 
enginering construction, or operations. As-built design 
reconciliation was not fully accurate, and the design fincion often did 
not provide timely design resolutions or compliance with design, 
regulatory, and code commitments. The root causes of this weakness 
were lack of adequate training to the procedural requirements of 
document maintenance and lack of effective monitoring by 
engineering management. The improved design review and quality 
measurement program will materially improve the document control 
process (see Subsections 32.4 and 3.23 for resolution).  

* The design ntroml nprcedurei did not haven uffiint prnrvinn rn 
enmre that the drsign pm Ic wa effetrively mnnitnred- Design 
documents should have been systematically correlated with the 
prescribed design basis as a routine prerequisite to approval for use.  
Program implementation was not suffic.ently well monitored to 
ikentify technical and procedural deficiencies and to obtain user 
feedback and measuie user knowledge and compliance; neither did it 
undertake prompt corrective action for shortcomings. The root cause 
of this weakness was the failure of Engineering management to 
establish a systematic design review process. The improved design



review ad qu alpy meurment prornm provided in DNE's 
aditional cortecive action plan should remedy this siation (see 
SCImedm 3.2.3 for reslntfin).  

33 Duwbi W 

Elsn prent of tne ptiea adio are atribued to deficecies in 
desip pt, pimarily Inndequat desi bases Specific design fpt 
dicnle ard e identified na subatpri 2300, 21300, 21804 223 
22400 22600, 2200 , 23100, 2420245004 26000 26500, and 26600.  

The weames identified i the input element of the design process and 
tbeir associated causes are 

* Fwritnrt war uar anmatsiclly inmurpnrtd intn the drs i'n TVA 
in-house eperience, as well a experience of other nuclear utilities, 
was not coaistently shared among the various deparents, plants, 
and disiplines, nor systematically incorporated into the desip basis.  
With TVA's extensive nuear program, the disseminati. of both 
problems and successes could have benefited the overall operation.  
Aquisition and evaluation of experience feedback was not a planned 
or replar activity and, therefore, was relegated to a low priority 
because of apparent resource limitations. This deprived management 
of an important tool to measunre quality of the design output. The root 
caues of this weakness were a failure to plan the activity and integrate 
it into the normal work process and the lack of an effective design 
review and quality meaurement process (see Subsections 3.2.5 and 
3.2.3 for resolution). The Nuclear Experience Review Program (see 
Appendix D) has been established to mitigate this weakness.  

* Desig rmeqirement were =n l drtrly .rhlim hd An adequate 
design baseline was not established and maintained. Input from 
various departments and individuals to the design baseline was not 
coordinated. The evaluation team observed a number of instances 
where the working-level engineer was not made aware of all the 
requirements and commitments affecting his design. Specific 
examples were found in the areas of cable tray support design, pipe 
stress analysis, and the design calculation program. The root cause of 
this weakness was a diffused organization that fragmented design 
responsibilities, with the result that the design baseline was not 
established or maintained (see Subsection 3.2.2 for resolution). The 
Design Baseline and Verification Program, Design Basis Document 
and Essential Calculation programs (see Appendix D) have been 
established to resolve the specific deficiencies.



MA Desip OWtt

Weakness in this area of the design process was also sgnificant wth 
29 pereent of the negative findings attributed to defidedaes in design 
otput. The deficience includnde inmdqupe cInulatiomn "Indequate 
s-built recneiliadion." "lac of design detal" "egineering judgment not 
ndocunnted," "design criterinac itmes not met," "standards not 

followed," engineering error,' eand c dor crrr." Specific design output 
defienies are identfied in 24 of the 27 nsbcategories Ccrr-cthe action 
plans are being implem d to resolve the deficiencie as discssed in 
the subcategory overviews in Appendix C 

The weaknesses identified in the output element of the de gn process and 
thtir msociated causes are 

* Design reuirement were not stematially inmrpnrated int the 
dailg; The evaluation team found that some design requirements 
were not included in the design output documents. Examples of this 
omission were prevalent in the design calculations discunssed in 
Subsection 2.1.3. Design documentation frequently was not kept 
current to reflect the latest requirements. Interface requirements were 
often not included in the documents because of poor communication 
between the disciplines. The root causes of this weakness were 
insufficient qualification and training and lack of an effective design 
review process (see Subsections 324 and 3.2.3 for resolution). Past 
deign output document deficiencies are being remedied by 
implementation of the Design Baseline and Verification Program and 
the Essential Calculation Program (see Appendix D).  

* Liensing and nther mmimmen were annt sytematically 
innrpmrated into the design The :valuation team found that various 
project commitments in TVA's nuclear licensing documents were not 
reflected in its design. There was minimal evidence of interface 
reviews between disciplines, which could have identified some of these 
discrepancies. There was no effective commitment tracking system 
either to identify the commitments or to track the implementing 
docunents. The root causes of this weakness were insufficient 
qualification and training and lack of an effective design review 
process (see Subsections 3.24 and 323 for resolution). The 
Corporate Commitment Tracking System (see Appendix D) now 
tracks all licensing commitments.  

Defdencics in the design output were also identified by other category 
groups:



* ACnmrntin rCsage Rapwrt itI "Design omnut doammemn 
prorided to the sies did not asweys contain d-wy. ocate , d 
complete requiremaets Cpb in uf pparer cdrisr and veador 
iifainoam were ont - istan ly torporated ifto deigp output 
doinm ad, sienau enly, IBD site PMplamIentig pomedrmes 
So.e procedures treore did not dly specify the appropriew 

n Bqe, bhamdling anid iedl n requir eaentt of soa iaterb and 

* apert.n. r«r BKorL3 wnn TFhe desig axnmint and 
cufgnition contrtol proceas requiag the coordinated pertiption 
of she personnel and the design oraiion, wa not flly efective i 
easuring that the physical plant confguration conformed to the 
current approved ds Drawings and other deign output 
doC~Kefrlm di no*t fully himl ***( curwren design inpou requirements.  
Addiionally, some maintenance and nodificatio practices deviated 
from current design and construction standards and requiremuents" 

* MAleril nntla Cra& nry Rr t4a nf "Design output documents 
often did not provide sufficient detailed information to the sizes.  
Material requiremett were sometimes specified only in terms of the 
applicable industry standad, or code class, without including the 
specific methodology for maintaining the degree of control mandated 
by the relevant codes and repulations. Site implementing procedures 
wer therefore inconmlete, L e, they did not contain sufficient detail 
to ensure full compliance with applicable requirements, particularly 
with regard to documentation of materiaL Most procedure 
deficiencies were due to the incomplete design guidance, but others 
aeisted because the sites did not fully incorporate specification 
requirements into site procedures. Also, sites did not always enforce 
compliance with procedures during the work process." 

* Weldinn atry Rport WW 'The system of general construction 
specifications with their attached process specifications, and the site 
implementing procedures is cumbersome and often difficult to follow." 

"Site procedures often make reference to the upper tier process 
specifications rather than providing specific instructions for task 
performance. It is often difficult to determine which process 
specification should be us-d in a given application. In some cases, 
several procedures are required to perform a single activity." 

Specific resolutions for the above four findinp are addressed in their 
respective category reports. The broader weakness identified by these 
additional engineering-related deficiencies suggests incomplete



maninudatim by Engiuting with user apnindzati The users of the 
design output doacumns do rot appear to understand the design 
requirements or the design intent. In additin, the design output 
douments have not met the requirements of the users. Training of the 
design oraniaon to improve undem anding of the users' needs and 
trainng of the users to understand the design intent are at the root of 
correctPig this weanless (for resolution e Subsection 32.4). The 
qualification and training programs being ilemented within ONP 
shokul be saesfctiery to resolve the root cause.  

An essential activity ui maintaining effective commniction is the 
arqnisition and utilization of user feedback. This will be achieved by 
implementing the operation and maintenance data review requirements of 
Nuciar Engie, ing Procedure NEP-2.5, discussed n Subsection 3.2.3.4, 
and ither planned improvements to modification control procedures.  
UttRizatibc of us.r feedback also provides engineering management a 
mea rement of design output quality.  

'.JS SS-UL^ 

In sumry, t. of these assocatzd causes result directly from a failure to 
establish oradr and control in the engineering process. Engineering 
management is responsible for oroviding the direction and tools that the 
design organization eeds in order to carry out its responsibilities 
effectively. These tools indlude 

* Cear definition of scope and governing design requirements 

* Orderly procedures that are complete and in which the users are 
properly trained 

* Active management coordination between and among the disciplines 

* An evaluation program that will respond to feedback from inside and 
outside the organization, furnish guidance for correction and 
improvement of procedures, and appropriately adjust design inputs to 
integrate constructibility and operability improvements into the design 

Past problems were compounded by a failure of Engineering's limited 
design reviews to provide an adequate self-audit function and by TVA 
management's fragmented implementation of the Quality Assurance 
(QA) program. In the past, as many as seven separate and independent 
QA organizations existed in TVA (cited in NRCs Policy Issue "TVA 
Preliminary Lessons !earned," dated November 12, 1986, Records 
Information Management System [RIMS] number B45 870108 826). Each
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The evaluation team identified the fol 
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* anagement effectiveness 

* Organitionalr structure 

* Design review and quality measuremen 

* Qulification and training of personnel 

* Planning and monitoring 
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3.2.1 Maamnt FBethmass

During the expanion of TVA's mIear program prior to 1986, senior 
m Wnement did not recognize the deficiencies in plannlng in 
onIaeg ional structure; in iaaenfiction of r miabnlity, authority, and 
accountabillty; in obtaining and miining qualified and experienced 
pcomnide in cotroluing the design proes through procedural 
in=mLentatio and comprehensive design reviews; and in measuring 
design output quality through evaluation of user faeedinck audits, -deaic y reports and similar means. Terefore, the primary root cause 
was a lack of management effecOveness. The deficiencies were interactive 
and self-reinforcing and led to an organizational environment that was 
non-motivating, did not f(ster team effort and resulted in a lack of 
employee confidence in management, as well as a lack of employee 
initiative and an attitude of only addressing immediate problems.  

Therefore, one of ONP's primary objectives identified in the CNPP is a 
program to significantly improve management effectiveness. In the 
context of this discussion, "management" includes first-line supervisors up 
through Project Engineers and Branch Chiefs to the Dirertor of the 
Division of Nuclear Engineering and the Manager of Nuclear Power.  

The CNPP discusses the short-term and long-term measures being taken 
to improve management effectiveness: 

* Focus the ONP organization on common goals through creation of the 
position of Manager of Nuclear Power, responsible for all nuclear 
activities.  

* Build a strong, effective management team with clear lines of 
responsibility, authority, and accountability (number one goal of the 
Manager of Nucldear Power).  

* Centralize functional responsibilities to provide ronsistent direction 
and controL 

e Acquire experienced nuclear managers with demonstrated capabilities 
for leadership and responsiveness; they should have broad knowledge 
of the nuclear power industry and aggressively pursue TVA's policy of 
safety and quality.  

* Where qualified managers are not currently available (either inside 
TVA or for hire as permanent employees), contract with managers on 
temporary loan from the industry for a finite period of time.



* Establish an Employee Caomr Program for all nuear activities to 
aDow -mply to apr1s1 concers rarding quality or safety 
without er of reprisal md with suram that their concarn will be 
6dly adrdessed.  

* Remphabi TVA's staed policy that safety and quality are 
paragmont afaf in ml OM efort:iamc ro n ianaafee dht)k 
by holding atediap between the Manager of Nuclear Power and 
employees at all levels of the orp ouain; and strictly enforce TVA's 
policy to deal aggressively with any individual who engages in 
intimideaon or haramment of any kind.  

* Create "a working environment built on trust and confidence that will 
permeate the entire organimtion," one of the Corporate Nuclear 
Performance goals of the Manager of Nuclear Power.  

The Manarr of Nuclear Power has emphasized the urgency of 
implementing these measures; many are already complete and others are 
well under way. Inprove- ments in th effectiveness of ONP's 
managment are already evident in the aggressive programs ONP has 
implemented to correct pat deficiencies. However, permanent 
Improvements will be realized only if employees develop a greater 
commitmanent to achieving ONP goals bvy nrientio mplementation of 
the programs and gain confidence that management has that same 
commitment, 

The persistence of the weaknesses discussed in Subsection 3.1.1 points out 
the difficulty in obtaining rapid changes in employee commitment to new 
progiams and also in successfully assessing the effectiveness of ONP's 
programs this soon. The continuee eistence of some of the identified 
past weaknesses neither proves nor disproves the value of these programs.  
There simply has not been enough time for the programs to be 
implemented and for employees to adjust or be retrained. ONP has made 
several changes designed to correct the weaknesses identified. In time, 
when these changes are fully implemented and when the employees have 
accepted and responded to them, the weaknesses should disappear.  

The evaluation team believes that for DNE to dclearly recognize 
permanent improvement in commitment of DNE employees, it will need 
to establish a method for assessing such changes. Only by monitoring 
positive or negative changes in employee commitment towards 
performance and technical excellence and by adjusting its programs 
accordingly will DNE management be able to recognize when its goal of 
creating "a working environment built on trust and confidence..." has been 
accomplished and management effectiveness improved. These
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observatdoms DNE's proposed corrective action plan, and the evaluation 
team's concurrence that the plan will achieve penrmnent improvement in 
this area are dicussed in Sunection 3.3.L 

3.2 Orpim onSml Slru tn 

In 0FVA Preliminary Laons Luarned" [B4S 8701S 826], NRC states that 
the root cause of ... TVA's problems and their inability to address them 
adequately stemmed from a nidamental breakdown an TVA management 
caused by its internal fragmenation." The CNPP identified that there was 
a lack of experience among nuclear managers and a general failure by 
TVA management to establish a system of accountability and 
responsibility for its management staff.  

Before mid-1983, nucear engineering activities were performed by 
separate organizations in the headquarters office (Office of Design and 
Construction) and at the nuclear plant sites (Office of Power). These 
engineering activities often had no single point of control below the 
general manager. As a result, a design baseline was not established and 
design requirements were not effectively communicated between the 
organiations. Policy directives often overlapped and did not dearly 
define consistent nucear program goals and objectives. Procedures often 
did not cuntain clear definition to provide effective design controls.  

The structure fostered a number of deficiencies in communication, 
coordination between departments, and assignment of responsibility and 
accountability, which limited the Engineering department's ability to 
perform effectively. This situation led to persistent weaknesses in 
controlling and measuring quality in the design process. Lines of 
responsibility, authority, and accountability for the design function were 
not dearly defined or communicated. QA surveillance of the design 
process was not coordinated and not visible to senior TVA management.  
As a result, managers and employees either were not or could not be held 
accountable for their performance. Functional organizations were 
allowed to operate autonomously and, at times, in competition with each 
other. Thus, there appears to have been a lack of understanding by TVA 
corporate management about the essentials of an effective nuclear 
engineering organization and design process.  

In the framework of the CNPP, the reorganized ONP management (post 
January, 1986) has given high priority to improving its nuclear 
organization structure; accordingly, the performance improvement 
programs noted are well under way at this time independent of the ECSP.  
TVA has centralized responsibility and authority for its nuclear 
organization under the Manager of Nuclear Power. Within ONP, a new



iri al -ne has bseen hmnptan ane d and por doscriptioM 
he1 been writUe for centraai d diedA n sad cou tl of at ucle 
atrides. The DNE has been reorgnd with aewly asigned top 
mme , as described in the CNPP. ONP ha takn acdoas to: 

* Pla rasaoib ily d autority for a ear ctivide under a single 
nmfar reporting to the highMt mate level of the TVA 

orpnizesdo; fociu emphauis on ader acrd*hi s by esthltshing the 
ONP Mind ling its respoamid solely to aiear pltm activites 

* Aipna DNE the technical repoasbiity for developing and 
implementing engineering programs applicable to TVA's nuclear 

* Establish a Project Engineering function within DNE at each plant to 
orpgnie and control engineering work for tha plant; assign a project 
term of engineers from each discipline reporting to the Project 
Engineer who is responsible for the day-o-day work. The DNE 
discipline Branch Chief are responsible for technical direction and 
review of design adequacy 

* Develop an integrated system of policies, directives, procedures, 
standards, and instructions to ensure centralized control, technical 
uniformity, and continuity of interface for corporate and site 
deparatents 

* Establish a Design Basis and Verification Program (DBVP) to 
reconstruct the design bases, verify the plant configura- tion, and make 
modifications as required to ensure that the plant configuration 
matches the design baseline (as discussed in Subsection 21.4) 

* Establish in ONP a single QA organization that reports to the Director 
of Nucear Quality Assurance, thus providing independence from 
DNE and the other line organizations 

* Establish an Engineering Assurance (EA) program with dedicated 
personnel under an EA manager in DNE to perform technical and 
quality program audits, and to implement training prngrams to create 
an understanding and conscious- ness of quality at all engineering 
levels. The EA manager also reports to the Director of the Division of 
Nuclear Quality Assurance (DNOA) to implement TVA's QA 
program in DNE.
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